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The Formentera Council's culture department reports that at 6.00pm Saturday March 9
islanders will be able to catch Refugi performed at the Sala de Cultura (cinema). Produced by
the Clownidoscopio company, the 50-minute show costs three euros to attend.

  

In Refugi, the duo formed by Ibizans David Novell and Monma Mingot combine their signature
strengths —lyricism, wit and joy— with acutely honed chops as clowns, to present a keen and
gentle yet powerful look at human relations. Culture councillor Susana Labrador encouraged
islanders to “come to a show that is guaranteed fun for the whole family” and “enjoy an evening
of culture with their children”.

  

Last year Clownidoscopio dazzled us with Fràgil, a family-friendly show in which the fusion of
laughter and poetry invited audiences to uncover life's mysteries.

  

Synopsis
Two characters, two realities. In one reality, the figure makes every effort to feel safe where he
is (refuge). The person in the other, meanwhile, has lost everything and flees in search of a new
place in the world (refugee).

  

How can these two realities occupy the same space? Refugi offers a lighthearted, magical look
at a conflict that is universal, a voyage through empathy and respect with the poetry and
humour of clowns. We all need to find our own place in the world, and places, in the end, are
merely the sum of legions of human stories.

  

Production
Refugi is the first of its kind: a co-production between the Fundacions Teatre Principal of Palma
and Maó; Institut d'Estudis Baleàrics; the Eivissa council; the Santa Eulària des Riu town
council; Sa Xerxa, a regional youth theatre group; the Clownidoscopio company, and, as of
2019, the Formentera Council. Refugi is also included in the l'Illa a Escena programme.
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